Introduction
Let D be an integral domain with quotient field K. An overring of D means a ring between D and K. Let {X α } be a nonempty set of indeterminates over Let X be an indeterminate over D. In [2] , the authors studied when a Bezout domain is a KFR. In particular, they introduced the notion of kfr's, which is a proper subclass of Bezout domains containing KFR's. As in [2] , we say that an integral domain S is a kfr (with respect to K and X) in case S = Kr(R, * ), where R is a subring of K(X) having quotient field 
A star operation * on D is said to be an endlish arithmetisch brauchbar (e.a.b.) star operation if (AB) Lemma 1) . For more on KFR's, see [8, §32-34] or [7] .
Main results
Throughout D is an integral domain with quotient field K, * is a star oper- 
Proof. 
We next give the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2. Let X, Y be indeterminates over an integrally closed domain D. Let b be the b-operation on R = D[X]
N * , and let Kr(R, b) (resp., Kr(D, * c )) be the KFR of R (resp., D) with respect to b and Y (resp., * c and X, Y ). 
Thus Kr(R, b) ⊆ T (Y ). Next, we show that T (Y ) ⊆ Kr(D, * c ), and hence
Kr(R, b) ⊆ Kr(D, * c ). Clearly, T [Y ] ⊆ Kr(D, * c ); so it suffices to show that if u ∈ T [Y ] with c T (u) = T , then 1 u ∈ Kr(D, * c ). Let u = g 0 f 0 + g 1 f 1 Y + · · · + g n f n Y n , where g i , f i ∈ D[X] with f i = 0 and c D (g i ) ⊆ c D (f i ) * c . Set f = f 0 f 1 · · · f n andf i = f f i ; so u = 1 f (g 0f0 + g 1f1 Y + · · · + g nfn Y n ). Let h i = g ifi , and note that c T (u) = ( h0 f , h1 f , . . . , hn f )T ; so (h 0 , h 1 , . . . , h n )T = f T . Set h = h 0 + h 1 X degh 0 +1 + · · · + h n X degh 0 +···+degh n +n .
Then (h
* c , and thus
Thus the result is an immediate consequence of the definition of * c .
(3) This just follows from the definition of kfr's.
Let {X α } be a nonempty set of indeterminates over D, and let 
by the remark before Corollary 3.
We next give a KFR analog of Proposition 5. 
Proof. Proof. First, note that for any k ≥ 1, 
